In this paper, we introduce a virtual reality based setup for triggering and studying illusory sensations of limb ownership as known from the popular rubber hand illusion. Unlike a similar setup introduced recently, this experiment is triggered by software automatically, which provides for a good synchrony and for high accuracy of visuotactile stimulation. The system is usable inside a magnetic resonance scanner which allows observing cortical activations at the same time. We tested two participants, one highly and the other lowly susceptible to the induction of illusory limb ownership, assessing their subjective experiences as well as their brain activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging. We present preliminary results suggesting that our setup induces illusory ownership experiences for a virtual limb successfully, accompanied by neuronal activation in integrative brain areas.
Introduction
The so-called rubber hand illusion (RHI) induces a feeling of ownership for a rubber hand by synchronous visuotactile stimulation of the observed artificial limb together with one's real hidden limb [1] . Bilateral activity in the ventral premotor cortex (PMv) has been shown to be associated with the vividness of illusory experiences [2] . Recently, Slater et al. [3] developed an advanced virtual reality device to induce ownership for a virtual hand (virtual hand illusion, VHI) by the application of synchronous visuotactile stimulation on both the real hand and the virtual limb. Since such a setup allows for standardized conditions of visuotactile stimulation, it might provide an optimal approach for the investigation of body ownership processing. However, until now there has been no virtual reality device for examining the neuronal correlates of illusory ownership experiences by using imaging techniques with high spatial resolution such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In the present study, we describe the development of a virtual reality (VR) setup to induce the VHI, suitable for the magnetic environment of a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner.
Methods
We tested two healthy female participants, who were either identified as highly or lowly susceptible to the original RHI setup in previous studies performed at the authors'² lab. Since the illusory sensations during the RHI induction has been shown to be based on a temporally and contextually stable trait [4] , we suggest that these participants respond similarly to the VHI induction. The participants were briefly instructed about the experimental procedure, before they were positioned in the MRI scanner. The participants' right arm was placed under a blanket which covered the body, whereas the left arm was positioned on the blanket in a posture corresponding to the left virtual arm. A pneumatically driven tactor was attached to the dorsal side of the participants' index finger, delivering light touch stimuli. These tactile stimuli were presented synchronously with the visual display of exchangeable moving objects touching the virtual hand. Figure 1 shows the system setup and the components at the authors'² fMRI lab. A similar VR-setup was presented previously [5] . Figure 4 shows the KISMET based VR environment. The synchronization of the MRI, tactile stimulation via the pneumatically driven tactor and the visual output via HMD was enabled by linking the MRI software (Syngo MR V B17, Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) over the parallel port to the in-house¹ developed KFF software (KIS-MET Force Feedback). Customizable kinematic movement commands are executed simultaneously to the echoplanar imaging (EPI) trigger or after a given delay. The movement of the virtual tactor is controlled using the scripting interface to KISMET. The delay times, the movement starting point and the approaching speed were adjusted manually regarding synchrony of the visual touch in VR and the tactile sensation by the real tactor.
The fMRI scans were acquired with a MAGNETOM Trio 3 T scanner (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) using EPI with a matrix of 64×64 (TE = 45 ms, TR = 3300 ms) and 40 slices of 2.3 mm thickness. Eighty whole-brain scans including blocks of visuotactile stimulation (on-blocks) and blocks without visuotactile stimulation (off-blocks) were gathered. For our experiments, we assessed six onblocks with six EPIs each, interspersed with five offblocks with seven EPIs each. After the measurement, the participants were asked to rate the vividness of illusory ownership for the virtual hand using a discrete scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 10 (most intense).
Figure 4:
Participant's view of the virtual reality environment, including the virtual limb and the stimulation rod at its starting position.
The fMRI data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Institute of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) implemented in Matlab 7.1 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA). The data were realigned, corrected for slice timing effects, co-registered on a mean image of realigned and slice-timed images and normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute template. We performed whole brain analyses in order to reveal cortical areas showing significantly more activity in the on-blocks compared to the off-blocks by using activity thresholds of p < 0.0001 (uncorrected) and cluster thresholds of k ≥ 200 voxels.
Results
The highly susceptible participant reported a strong sensation of ownership for the virtual limb (i.e., a rating of '6'), whereas the lowly susceptible participant reported no sensations of ownership at all (i.e., a rating of '0'). Brain analyses showed that the experience of ownership was accompanied by bilateral activity of PMv, secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), extrastriate visual cortex (VCe) as well as right-hemispheric activation of the cerebellum (Figure 5a ). In the lowly susceptible participant, however, we found activation only in bilateral VCe and lefthemispheric inferior visual cortex (Figure 5b ). 
Conclusion
The preliminary data presented here suggest that our MRI compatible VHI device successfully induces illusory ownership experiences for a virtual limb. The participants' vividness ratings were accompanied by corresponding activity in the PMv, which has been shown to be directly associated with illusory sensation during the original RHI paradigm [2, 4] . Additionally, we found bilateral activity in S2, which might refer to the processing of observed touch in the space which is apparently occupied by one's own limb [6] . The activity in the VCe, however, might reflect rather general features of the VHI setup, since this region was activated in both the highly and the lowly susceptible participant.
The VR-based system introduced in this paper offers new possibilities for the investigation of illusory limb ownership. The pneumatically driven tactor is controlled via a computer system and not triggered by the experimenter as in previous studies, providing increased cross-modal synchrony of stimulation. In prospective studies, this setup might allow for the controlling of the various features in illusion induction context, such as characteristics of the stimulation as well as the virtual limb itself.
